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Apple's iOS devices (iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch), are incredibly popular
worldwide. The support for multiple languages that is built into iOS makes this
FOR AN
ABBREVIATED all possible. However, just because you live in one country does not mean you
can’t configure other languages for writing, for dictation, and for interacting with
VERSION,
GO TO PAGE 7 Siri. Perhaps you are learning a new language and want to "practice" with your
device. Or maybe, like me, you are an expatriate who occasionally needs to
communicate in your native tongue. In this article, I will show you how to set up your device to
support the languages you need to use for business, education and pleasure.
As I discuss the language features available to you in iOS, I will use my own situation as illustration.
On my iPhone and iPad, both of which are set up as American English devices, I often need to write
in Italian, whether it be in apps like Mail, Messages or any text processor apps like Notes, Apple
Pages, and yes... even Microsoft Word. In fact, every technique I cover will work, as long as you
see a keyboard for inputing text on your device screen. This is because foreign language support is
system-wide; baked into iOS and available to all apps that accept text input.
Let's examine your device's settings specific to language support in iOS 13 (including iPadOS 13).
For earlier versions of iOS versions, the locations of various controls in Settings may vary).
➜ In iOS 13 the starting point is: SETTINGS > GENERAL > LANGUAGE AND REGION
PART 1: System Language (a.k.a. iPhone Language / iPad Language)
System Language is at the top in the Languages and Settings pane. (It may be called iPhone
Language or iPad Language depending on your device.) You should be aware of this setting, but
most likely you will not need to change it in any way. What is System Language? It’s the language
that your device operates in. It is the first setting configured when you first turn on a shiny, new
device right out of the box. Typically your country of residence determines the System Language.
It's important to note early-on that you DO NOT need to change your System
Language in order to write in another language. For example, I can write with
Italian language support enabled while maintaining U.S. English as my
System Language. I'll show you how in later sections of this article.
As already mentioned, when you first set up your new device, you were asked
for the desired System Language. Actually, this can be changed any time by
going to:
SETTINGS > GENERAL > LANGUAGE AND REGION > IPHONE/IPAD LANGUAGE.
Only one language at a time can be configured as the System Language. By
default, the System Language for both my iPad and iPhone are configured for
U.S. English, thereby using the text formatting appropriate in the U.S. "region,"
such as dates, numbers, currency, time stamps, etc.
Figure 1: The Language Settings pane lets you
choose from 46 available System Languages.

While in the System Settings pane, you can tap on any language from a list of
many available choices. You can change the System Language at will, but
generally this is not necessary. As I look at my iPhone 11 Pro running iOS 13,
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I see 46 languages available, including variants (e.g.; English variants for
U.S., U.K., Australia, Canada, India, Ireland, New Zealand, Singapore, South
Africa, U.K. and U.S.). Again, these are the iOS System Languages available
to you.
Keep in mind that changing the System Language will reconfigure your
device's iOS user interface: this includes interface text, menus, commands,
controls, labels, and other graphical elements in your selected language.
When would this be useful? For example, when demonstrating what the iOS
environment looks like in another language to people who speak that
language natively. On occasion, I have temporarily switched mine to Italian to
"show off" my latest and greatest iPhone or iPad to relatives in Italy, to
demonstrate something, or to have them try the device out for themselves,
but I keep it configured to U.S. English mode for my normal everyday use.
Figure 2: With the System Language set to Italian,
controls and menu items throughout iOS are in Italian.

It’s important to repeat this: the System Language setting is for the
language of the operating system (iOS/iPadOS) and apps (if supported)...
it is not for setting a preferred language for typing, for dictation, and for
interacting with Siri. These settings are elsewhere and are covered below.
WARNING: Experimenting is a great tool for learning how things work and is generally safe to do
in iOS, and I encourage you to do so. However, be careful here, because if you set your System
Language to one that is not familiar to you – especially character-based languages like Chinese –
once you get past the initial visual shock, you may have a difficult time restoring back to your
default System Language. The only way to do this successfully is via trial-and-error! If you can get
back to the System Language selection panel, you will be able to read and select the U.S. English
language – i.e.; it will be in English – and things will return to normal once your device restarts. You
can breathe easy now!
PART 2: Region Formats
Let us momentarily skip to the bottom section of the Language & Region
settings page.
The Region selection you make will set how certain elements are
represented based on the country or region in which you live. For example, in
most European countries commas are used in place of decimal points when
writing numerals, a period is used instead of a comma to indicate thousands,
dates are written in day/month/year format, time formatting changes as well,
and there are other differences. If you look at the very bottom of the
Language & Region pane, you will see examples of Region Format based on
your selection.
You can, however, override two settings located right below Region.
You can set whatever Calendar format (i.e.; Gregorian) and
Temperature Unit (°F, °C) you prefer.
Figure 3: The Language & Region panel is
located in Settings > General.
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PART 3: Preferred Language Order
Let’s look now at the second section in the Language & Region pane
(see Figure 3), the PREFERRED LANGUAGE ORDER. Let’s examine actions you will
use most often if you are learning foreign languages or otherwise need to have
multiple language support in the content that you write or dictate.
Figure 4: Manually change the order of your Preferred Languages
by touch-and-dragging the “burger bars” up and down.

The top line in the Preferred Language Order pane will have whatever
language is designated as the System Language (covered in Part 1). But this
can be changed or augmented by tapping Add Language... You will be shown a
list of languages that you can add based on your interest in using those languages at some point
when writing and dictating. These are called your Preferred Languages. The listing ORDER is
important because the one listed at the top (under Preferred Language Order) is your default
System Language. You can change the order by tapping the EDIT button at the top-right of the
screen. Use the “burger bars” icon
to the right of each line item. Touch-and-drag them up or
down to change the order of the languages listed. Note that if you are changing the language listed
at the top, you will be given a warning before your device resets to that new default System
Language.
PART 4: International Keyboard Layouts – the key to writing (and dictating)
in other languages
Back in the SETTINGS > GENERAL pane you will find a line called KEYBOARD. By
default, the Keyboard on each of my devices (and probably yours) is set to
English because that is how my default System Language was set when initially
configured upon first power-up. But, I can have more "keyboards" configured on
my devices. This is where language support comes in for inputting text.
These keyboards are based on the languages you wish to use when typing and
dictating – not necessarily the same one as your default System Language. You
can have more than one language keyboard configured, and you can switch
easily between them, as we'll see in a bit.
Figure 5: These three panels show the sequence for viewing
the optional keyboards (languages) and layouts.

In the very top of the SETTINGS > GENERAL > KEYBOARD pane you will see a line
called Keyboards. This is where your desired language support additions and
changes are made. Tapping it will reveal the “software keyboards" that are
currently configured on your device. I currently have my iPhone configured with
English(US), Italian and Emoji - this latter one comes standard now but can be
switched off elsewhere in Settings. If I tap on English(US), I can further configure
it to a specific physical key layout. Within the English pane on my devices, the
Software Keyboard layout is set to QWERTY – the standard layout used in the
United States and most other countries.
By the way, the term Software Keyboard refers to the “virtual” keyboard that
appears on screen when you need to type text. QWERTY refers to the physical
layout of the keys on a keyboard. The layout takes its name from the first six
letters to appear on the first row of alphabetical keys, namely Q-W-E-R-T-Y. Go look; I’ll wait. …
Select whichever keyboard layout you are most comfortable using. I bet we all use QWERTY!
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FYI, the other two keyboard layout configurations are the French AZERTY and the German
QWERTZ layouts. Italy and other countries use modified QWERTY keyboards to accommodate
accented vowels and other diacritical marks, but very specific variants of some languages may not
be available in iOS.
You can select whichever keyboard language support you wish, as
well as the layout you are most comfortable using. As for me, it's highly
convenient typing in Italian with Italian spell-checking and predictive
typing (i.e.; word suggestions), while typing on my familiar QUERTY
keyboard layout. However, I have to manually enter accent marks there is an easy way to do this in iOS - rather than have dedicated
accented vowel keys. I explain this below in Part six.
Figure 6: My Italian keyboard (see the space bar) is set to
the familiar QWERTY keyboard layout used for English

At this point, you might be asking yourself: "Self, if Sandro's English and Italian iOS keyboards are
both QUERTY layouts, what difference does it make which keyboard he actually selects?"
Well, here is the beauty of all this: when selecting a particular language keyboard you are also
selecting support for that language's dictionary, which includes spell-checking, grammar
and predictive typing. This is the key to writing (and dictating) in other languages on your device!
So... let's look at how you add one or more keyboards in your iOS devices. Let's do this by
considering a situation where you want to add the French keyboard.
As I alluded to, you can have more than one international keyboard enabled on your device. You
can do this via SETTINGS > GENERAL > KEYBOARD > KEYBOARDS > ADD NEW KEYBOARD.
(See Figure 5) Notice that you can go into EDIT mode in the Keyboards pane, allowing you to
rearrange multiple keyboards or disable keyboards. Where is the EDIT button? At the usual
top-right corner of the screen.
A word about Emoji. This is actually another international character set that consists of not letters
and numbers, but those dreadfully obnoxious and ever-so-ubiquitous Japanese graphical versions
of text emoticons – you know, the smiley faces 😃 , kisses 💋 , hearts ❤ , pizza 🍕 , smiling piles of
poo 💩 , and a whole lot more. And, yes, the hipster in me likes using them, too!
Oh, and by the way, Siri can read these aloud as well! (🤪 = “Cross-eyed screaming face with stuck-out tongue”)
PART 5: Typing Text in a Foreign Language
As soon as you configure an additional International Keyboard Layout beyond the default one on
your device, a new key with an icon representing a globe,
appears on your Software Keyboard
to the left of and below the spacebar. Apple calls this, oddly enough, the Globe Key.
Figure 7: Press on the Globe Key to pop up your preferred keyboards.

The Globe Key
acts as a switch that, when tapped, will sequentially cycle through
all the languages you set up in Keyboard Layout. When switching, there is a visual
cue – the selected language name appears briefly over the spacebar. Alternatively,
touch-and-hold the Globe Key
for a pop-up menu showing the keyboard choices
you have configured. (Figure 7) From that point on, you are typing in your chosen language. All
spell checking and word suggestions will now be in the selected language. No more red line
indicating a mis-spelling under everything you type in all but the default language, or the wrong
spell-checker auto-correct feature wanting to change everything you type! All of this, however, may
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not be necessary (unless you are DICTATING; see Part 7) because it now turns out that as long as
your desired languages are listed in your list of preferred languages, you CAN type in any TWO of
those at any time. iOS 13 will type correctly and spell-check properly even if you type sequential
words in your two different preferred languages! It’s a beautiful thing!
Typing Diacritical Marks
Many written foreign words use diacritical marks, such as accented vowels.
A typical example is the Italian accented 'e' in caffè, the French cedilla in façade,
the German umlaut in über, or the Spanish tilde over the n in piñata.
Holding on the letter ‘e’
The software keyboard in iOS – regardless of which language is selected –
bring up a menu
makes it very easy to type letters with diacritical marks. For example, to type the will
showing all possible
Italian word caffè, simply type "c - a - f - f“ then touch-and-hold the the next key
diacritical marks for ‘e’
– the 'e' key. By holding it, a little pop-up menu appears, offering you all the
possible diacritical marks available for the letter 'e'. While you are still pressing,
simply slide your finger to the desired choice, and voilà, it is typed for you.
How cool is that?! (And yes, of course it works for French as well!)
Figure 8: How to type an è in the Italian word caffè.

This same pop-up menu system offering diacritical marks and special
characters is available on a number of letter and character keys on all
keyboards, so be sure to explore. As an added bonus, you will often find that
properly formed words with diacritical marks will be auto-inserted by the spell-checker where
appropriate, or suggested by Predictive Typing feature in iOS.
Note to Apple Mac users: you are given the same mechanism as in iOS for typing special
characters and diacritical marks. Try it for yourself with the caffè example. When typing and you
come to the letter 'e', hold the key down, and you will be shown a similar little pop-up menu of
choices. Click the desired one with your mouse or trackpad, or type the numeral shortcut key ('1' in
this case) shown beneath the chosen letter in the pop-up menu.
PART 6: Siri Speaks 41 Languages!
Language support for Siri is found in SETTINGS > SIRI & SEARCH. Then, in the
top section named ASK SIRI tap on LANGUAGES. You can then choose which
language Siri will understand and speak when activated. Siri can only work with
one selected language at a time. Notice also; if you switch back to the
Siri & Search pane, you can select the Siri Voice gender – male or female.
When you make a selection here, you may see a notification that the voice will
be downloaded from Apple iCloud. This only happens the first time the particular
voice/gender is selected.
Figure 9: I ask Siri in Italian how she’s doing, and she
answers me in Italian that she’s just fine-and-dandy.

So, even though I have my System Language set to U.S. English on my
devices, I can still set Siri to recognize and speak Italian. It goes without saying
that once these are set the way I want, I have to issue my voice commands and
queries in standard Italian in order to be understood – i.e.; no dialects, and of
course, no hand gestures! And, Siri will answer in proper, standard Italian using
a luscious sexy voice. Mamma mia! She does an awesome job!
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PART 7: Performing DICTATION in a Foreign Language
Finally, to use the iOS voice dictation feature in your language of choice, realize first that
dictation is NOT dependent on Siri's Language setting. Instead, it is based on the
Keyboard Layout setting.
For example, if I set Siri on my iPhone to listen to and answer in Italian, she will do so, even though
my iPhone System Language and keyboard are configured for U.S. English. Additionally...
my dictation language will also be U.S. English.
Read the above paragraphs again… at first it may be a bit confusing!
To use dictation, you will see a key with a small microphone icon on your software keyboard.
This Microphone Key appears below the spacebar and to the right. Tap it to start dictating after
a beep – up to thirty seconds at a time. Tap again to stop and have the system process the
speech-to-text; you will see your text on the screen. To finish, stop speaking, then tap the keyboard
button
. By the way, at the end of each 30-second chunk of time, dictation input will abruptly
stop. If you’re not done, simply tap the mic button again and continue dictating. The important
thing is that whichever LANGUAGE KEYBOARD you have switched to, THAT becomes the
language iOS will recognize for the purposes of dictation, and of course, writing. For more
information on dictation, see PART C on page 9.
CONCLUSION
I am very impressed with how well this all works. My System Language always stays set to
English. When I switch to my preconfigured Italian QWERTY keyboard, not only can I type in
Italian with the proper spell checker watching over my shoulder, but I can also do dictation in
Italian.
In the meantime, Siri remains set to U.S. English. When I'm done with my Italian dictation, I simply
switch the keyboard back to U.S. English by tapping on the Globe Key
until the desired
keyboard becomes active (or use the Globe Key pop-up menu - Figure 7).
As for Siri, I often switch her to Italian if I miss listening to my mellifluous native language, or when
I simply want to show-off!

In any language you choose, Siri can show
you possible questions you can ask or
commands you can give her.
Siri is truly your own personal
digital assistant!
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QUICK INSTRUCTIONS (from Apple Support)
PART A: ADD OR CHANGE KEYBOARDS ON IPHONE
(IOS 13 & IPADOS 13)
You can turn typing features, such as spell checking, on or off; add keyboards for writing in
different languages; and change the layout of your onscreen keyboard or your wireless keyboard.
If you add keyboards for other languages, you can type in two languages without having to switch
between keyboards. Your keyboard automatically switches between the two languages you use
most often. (Not available for all languages.)

SET TYPING FEATURES
You can turn on or off special typing features—such as spell check, auto-correction, and autocapitalization—that assist you when you type on iPhone.
1. While typing text, touch and hold
or , then slide to Keyboard Settings;
or go to SETTINGS > GENERAL > KEYBOARD.
2. In the list, turn special typing features on or off.

ADD A KEYBOARD FOR ANOTHER LANGUAGE
1. Go to SETTINGS > GENERAL > KEYBOARD > KEYBOARDS.
2. Tap Add New Keyboard, then choose a keyboard.
See: Use international keyboards on iPhone (Part B below).

SWITCH TO ANOTHER KEYBOARD
1. While typing text, touch and hold
or .
2. Tap the name of the keyboard you want to switch to.
You can also tap
or
to switch from one keyboard to another. Continue tapping to access
other enabled keyboards.

CHANGE THE KEYBOARD LAYOUT
1. Go to SETTINGS > GENERAL > KEYBOARD.
2. Tap Keyboards, select a keyboard, then choose a layout.
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PART B: USE INTERNATIONAL KEYBOARDS ON IPHONE
(IOS 13 & IPADOS 13)
With international keyboards you can type text in many different languages, including Asian
languages and languages written from right to left.

MANAGE KEYBOARDS IN SETTINGS
1. Go to SETTINGS > GENERAL > KEYBOARD.
2. Tap KEYBOARDS, then do any of the following:
• Add a keyboard: Tap Add New Keyboard, then choose a keyboard from the list.
Repeat to add more keyboards.
next to the keyboard you want to remove, tap Delete,
• Remove a keyboard: Tap Edit, tap
then tap Done.
next to a keyboard to a new place in the list, then
• Edit your keyboard list: Tap Edit, drag
tap Done.
If you add an international keyboard, the corresponding language is automatically added to the
Preferred Language Order list. You can view this list and add languages directly to it in
SETTINGS > GENERAL > LANGUAGE & REGION. You can also reorder the list to change how apps and
websites display text.
NEW!! ➜ If you’ve added keyboards in other languages, you can type in TWO languages without
having to switch between keyboards. Your keyboard automatically switches between the two
languages you type in most often. (Not available for all languages.)

SWITCH KEYBOARDS WHILE TYPING
1. While typing text, touch and hold
on the keyboard.
2. Tap the name of the keyboard you want to switch to.
You can also tap
to switch from one keyboard to another. Continue tapping to
access other enabled keyboards.

ENTER ACCENTED LETTERS OR OTHER CHARACTERS WHILE TYPING
While typing, touch and hold the letter, number, or symbol on the keyboard that’s
related to the character you want.
For example, to enter é, touch and hold the e key, then slide to choose a variant.

RESETTING YOUR PERSONAL DICTIONARY
1. Go to SETTINGS > GENERAL > RESET
2. Tap RESET KEYBOARD DICTIONARY.
All custom words and shortcuts are deleted, and the keyboard dictionary returns to its default state.
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PART C: USE DICTATION ON YOUR IPHONE, IPAD, OR IPOD TOUCH
(IOS 13 & IPADOS 13)
You can use dictation instead of your keyboard to enter text with many apps and features that use
the keyboard on your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch.
Note: On iPhone 6s or later, and iPad, in many languages, you can use dictation without being
connected to the Internet. Earlier models of iPhone and iPad require an Internet connection.

DICTATE TEXT
To enter text, tap the microphone button
on your keyboard, then start speaking. As you speak,
the text appears on the screen. To finish, stop speaking, then tap the keyboard button
.
If dictation isn’t sure what word it heard, you'll see a blue line under the transcribed word so you
can check it for accuracy. To make corrections, tap the underlined word, then select the correct
spelling. To replace a word, double-tap it, tap the microphone button , then say it again, and tap
the keyboard button
.
To replace a section, select what you want to replace, then tap the microphone button and speak
again. To add more text, tap where you want to add new text, tap the microphone button , then
speak again.
To change the language that dictation uses, long press the microphone button , then select the
language you want to use.

USE PUNCTUATION AND FORMATTING
You can add punctuation by saying what you want. For example, "Hello John comma the check is
in the mail exclamation mark" becomes "Hello John, the check is in the mail!"
Common punctuation and formatting commands:
• “Quote/end quote”: begin and end a quote
• “New paragraph”: start a new paragraph
• “New line”: begin a new line
• “Cap”: capitalize the next word
• “Caps on/caps off”: capitalize the first character of each word
• “Smiley”: insert :-)
• “Frowny”: insert :-(
• “Winky”: insert ;-)
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